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PART I:  Speaking (Items 1-25) 

 

Situational Dialogues (Items 1-10) 

Directions: Read the situations and choose the most appropriate answer for each 

                    situation.  

 

1.  Jack Willis meets a new co-worker. What should Jack say to introduce himself? 

 1. I’m Jack Willis. Nice to meet you.       2. I’d like to introduce you to Jack Willis. 

 3.  Have you ever known Jack Willis?       4. You can just call me Jack. I don’t mind. 

 

2.  It is time to finish breakfast, but you are watching TV while eating. What should your 

mother say? 

 1.  Let’s eat breakfast while watching TV! 2.  Please stop eating your breakfast! 

 3.  Can you finish your breakfast first? 4.  Did you enjoy your breakfast? 

 

3.  You don’t know the way to the post office. What should you say? 

1.  What can I see at the post office?           2.      What can I do at the post office? 

3.  What is the post office?   4.  How can I get to the post office? 

 

4.      You see Jane at school in the morning. What should you say to greet her? 

 1.  Hi, Jane! How are you?   2.  Good afternoon. 

 3.  See you then, Jane.    4.  Let’s play together. 

 

5. You leave a magazine on a sofa. What should the librarian say to you? 

 1.  Please return it to me.    2.  You can borrow it home. 

 3.  Close it, please.     4.  Please put it back on the shelf. 

 

6. You want to ask for the price of a pen. What should you say? 

 1.  How much does this pen cost?  2.  Is this pen a good one? 

 3.  How do you know the price of this pen? 4.  Does this pen have the price?  

 

7.  Your neighbor gives you some homemade fruitcakes. What should you say to her? 

 1.  I prefer chocolate cakes than fruitcakes. 2.  You’re very welcome. 

 3.  I never try these fruitcakes before.  4.  Thank you very much. 

 

8.  You spilled some tea on your friend’s shirt. What should you say? 

 1.  Don’t blame me.      2.  I am very sorry. 

 3.  I don’t mean to do it.    4.  I won’t spill it again.  

 

9.  Your mother wants you to clean your room. What should your mother say to you? 

 1.  What a mess!     2.  You should clean your room. 

 3.  Your room smells very nice.   4.  Can you help me clean my room? 
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10.  You get quite a low score on your English test. What should you say to your parents? 

 1.  I will try to improve my score.  2.  I can’t be that good at English. 

 3.  I will not try to get higher score.   4. I can never improve my score. 

 

Conversations (Items 11-20) 

Directions: Complete the dialogue with the best answer.  

 

11.  A:  What is your last name? 

B:  __________ 

 1.  I am Anthony.     2.  My surname is George. 

 3.  I don’t have a middle name.   4.  I am a police officer. 

 

12.  A:  When does the last bus to downtown leave?  

B:  __________ 

1.  I can stop the bus for you.   2.  Maybe tomorrow. 

3.  It usually leaves at 7 pm.   4.  Please see the timetable. 

 

13.  A:  When will you go to the night market? 

B:  __________ 

1.  I’ll go there at eight pm.   2.  I’ll go to the market with you.    

3.  The market normally opens at 6.00 pm. 4.  The market is around the corner. 

 

14.  A:  __________ 

B:  Yes, I can. 

1.  Are you a good swimmer?   2.  Can you swim? 

3.  Do you swim in an indoor pool?  4.  Do you enjoy swimming? 

 

15. A:  __________ 

B:  I’d like to eat Mexican food. 

1.  Would you like to eat it now?  2.      What food would you like to eat? 

 3.  Where would you like to eat?   4.      What kind of food do you like? 

 

16.  A:  __________ 

 B:  No, I have never been. 

 1.  Where would you like to go?   2.  Have you ever been abroad? 

 3.  Where have you never been?   4.  Do you want to travel alone? 

 

17.  A:  What do you like to do in your free time? 

 B:  __________  

 1.  I don’t have much free time.   2.  I want to do many hobbies.  

 3.  I enjoy reading fiction.            4.  I rarely have time for it. 
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18.  A:  __________ 

 B:  Yes, let’s go! 

 1.  I don’t want to go camping   2. Can you let me go alone? 

 3.  Are we ready for the fieldtrip?  4.  May we leave the class now?  

 

19.  A:  I have lost my textbook. Did you see it anywhere? 

 B:  __________ 

 1.  I could borrow your textbook   2.  I’m sorry. I didn’t. 

3.  No, I saw my textbook.    4.  No way. I don’t remember it. 

 

20.  A:  __________ 

 B:  I make only 3 dollars per hour. 

 1.  How much money do you make?  2.  Do you work a part-time job? 

 3.  How many hours do you work per day? 4.  Do you have enough money? 

 

 

Conversations (Items 21-25) 

Directions: Read the conversations and answer the questions.  

 

21.  Margaret:   I don’t feel like staying home tonight. 

 Thomas:  How about seeing a film? 

  

Where are they going?  

 1.  A circus      2.  A library 

 3.  A cinema      4.  A park 

 

22.  Jenny: Do you like to drink hot cocoa? 

Joy:  Yeah, I do especially when the weather’s cold, but I don’t like to put whip 

cream or sugar in it. 

 

How does Joy like her cocoa? 

 1.  Creamy      2.  Sweet 

 3.  Hot       4.   Cold 

  

23.  Pamela: How do you like your steak? 

 Joe:  Medium rare, please. 

  

What is Pamela’s job? 

 1.  A waitress      2.  A chef 

 3.  A butcher      4.  A cashier 
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24.  Helen: Jim, do you have any free time this weekend? 

 Jim:  Sure, I do. Why? 

 Helen: Can you do me a favor? I am going to move to my new dorm room. 

 Jim  Definitely, I can help you move your furniture. 

  

What does Helen ask Jim to do? 

 1.  Move into her dorm room.    2.  Buy her furniture. 

 3.  Help her move out of her old place.          4.  Clean her furniture. 

 

25. A: Could I please speak to Mr. Martin?  

B:      I’m sorry. He is in the meeting right now. Do you want to leave him a message? 

A:      Yes. Please tell him that his mother called and ask him to call back at home. 

B:       Ok, I will tell Mr. Martin to call his mother at home. 

B:       Thank you. 

  

Who is B? 

 1.  A salesperson     2.  A secretary 

 3.  An administrator     4.  A housekeeper 

 

 

PART II: Grammar and Structure (Items 26-50) 

 

Sentence Completion (Items 26-50) 

Directions: Choose the correct answer for each item. 

 

26.  James and I play together every day. ___________ are now good friends. 

1.  I       2.  They 

3.  We       4.  You 

 

27.  My sister pays ______________money for new dresses every month.  

1.  any       2.  a few 

 3.  many       4.  a lot of 

 

28.  I often see a beautiful sunrise ___________ the morning. 

 1.  under       2.  in 

 3.  on       4.  at 

 

29.  ‘________ your mom and dad stay home on Saturdays?’  

          ‘No. They go out to the market.’ 

 1.  Do       2.  Are 



 

 

 3.  Is       4.  Does 
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30.  _____________ different kinds of fish in the fish tank. 

 1.  There is      2.  There are 

 3.  Is there      4.  Are there 

 

31. ‘____________ is your favorite place?’ ‘The zoo.’ 

 1.  Who       2.  Where 

 3.  What       4.  How 

 

32.  I like watching Tom and Jerry. They ________ very funny. 

 1.  are       2.  am 

 3.  is       4.  be 

 

33.  My mother keeps all the shoes in _________ bedroom. 

 1.  her       2.  its 

 3.  it       4.  his 

 

34.  The painting is ____________ the wall. Everybody can see it. 

 1.  in       2.  on 

 3.  near       4.  under 

 

35.  Pam ___________ cook dinner. She doesn’t have to buy food.  

 1.  cannot      2.  can 

 3.  is not       4.  is 

 

36.  ‘______________ is your brother?’ ‘He is good.’ 

 1.  What       2.  Where 

 3.  How       4.  Which 

 

37.  My sister always _________ on her phone until midnight.  

 1.  playing      2.  plays  

 3.  plays       4.  played 

 

38.  ‘___________ a student in the classroom? I need some help.’ 

 1.  Is there      2.  Are there 

 3.  There is       3.  There are 

 

39.  My teacher says that she ____________ ten teddies in her bedroom.  

 1.  has       2.  have 

 3.  is       4.  are 

 



 

 

40.  In the garden, two _____________ are swimming in the pond. 

 1.  gooses      2.  geeses 

 3.  goose       4. geese 
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41.  Last week, my family and I __________ at the Grand Palace.  

 1.  is       2.  am 

 3.  was       4.  were 

 

42.  If I get good grades, my parents will give me __________ gifts. 

 1.  some       2.  any 

 3.  much       4.  a lot 

 

43.  People ___________ smoke. Cigarettes are not good for their health. 

 1.  shouldn’t      2.  won’t 

 3.  hate       4.  can’t 

 

44.  My parents are very happy because I do homework by ____________ every day. 

 1.  me       2.  ourselves 

 3.  myself      4.  us 

 

45.  ‘____________ yesterday?’ ‘I went to the night museum.’ 

 1.  Where are you go     2.  Where did you go  

 3.  Where do you go     4.  Where were you go 

 

46.  At the museum, we can look at the paintings, ___________ we cannot touch them.  

 1.  but       2. because 

 3.  for       4.  and 

 

47.  ‘_____________is it?’ ‘It’s Friday.’ 

 1. When day      2.  How long  

 3.  What day      4.  How far 

 

48.  ‘Do you like watching movies?’ ‘Yes, I do. They _________ exciting.’ 

 1.  can       2.  have 

 3.  are       4.  do  

 

49.  It is _____________ hard right now.  

 1.  rain       2.  rains 

 3.  raining      4.  rainy 

 

50.  ‘Look at _________ books on the shelf over there? They are very interesting.’ 

 1.  this       2.  those  

 3.  that       4.  these 
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PART III: Vocabulary (Items 51-70)  

 

Odd One Out (Items 51-60)  

Directions: Choose the odd one out.  

 

51. 1.  pants       2.  boots 

 3.  shoes       4.  sandals 

 

52. 1.  goldfish      2.  puppy 

 3.  kitten       4.  butterfly 

 

53. 1.  uncle       2.  family 

 3.  father       4.  brother 

 

54. 1.  pizza       2.  sandwich 

 3.  juice       4. noodles 

 

55. 1.  sing       2.  chat 

 3.  speak       4.  smell 

 

56. 1.  thirsty       2.  fat 

 3.  short       4.  thin 

 

57. 1.  doctor      2.  queen 

 3.  soldier      4.  teacher 

 

58. 1.  mango       2.  watermelon 

 3.  banana      4.  cabbage  

 

59. 1.  ruler       2.  pencil case 

 3. photo       4.  sharpener 

 

60. 1.  classroom      2.  bathroom 

 3.  bedroom      4.  living-room 
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Sentence Completion (Items 61 – 70)  

Directions: Choose the correct answer.   

 

61.  It is Cindy’s birthday today. Mom is going to make her a ___________. 

 1.  flower      2.  cake 

 3.  balloon      4.  robot 

  
62.  Jack cannot play football. He fell down and hurt his ____________. 

 1.  thumb      2.  nose 

 3.  mouth      4.  leg 

 

63.  I did not study hard for the test.  I think it was very ____________. 

 1.  false       2.  true  

 3.  correct      4.  difficult 

 

64.  It is raining today. The children cannot ____________ in the pool.   

 1.  dance       2.  slide 

 3.  swim       4.  climb 

 

65.  Shhh…. Please be ____________.   The baby is sleeping.  

 1.  quiet       2.  ready 

 3.  early       4.  slowly  

 

66.  Pim likes to paint pictures. She wants to be ____________.    

 1.  a nurse      2.  an artist 

 3.  a farmer      4.  a mother  

 

67.  Let’s have a picnic in the park this afternoon. Don’t forget to bring a ____________. 

 1.  belt       2.  skirt 

 3.  hat       4.  shirt 

 

68.     He didn’t have ____________ this morning. He is very hungry now. 

 1.  fruit       2.  dinner  

 3.  lunch       4.  breakfast 



 

 

 

69.  My sister loves bread. She ________ it from the bakery. 

 1.  gives       2.  holds 

 3.  buys       4.  counts 
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70.  My son likes to play hide and seek. He often hides ____________ the table. 

 1.  on       2.  under 

 3.  in       4.  in front of 

 

PART IV: Reading (Items 71 – 100) 

 

Picture-Sentence Matching (Items 71 – 80) 

Directions: Choose the sentence that matches the picture. 

 

71.  Where would you see this sign?  

 
1.  In a building     

2.  In a car  

 3.  On the floor   

 4.  On a table 

 

72.  What should people do when they see this sign?  

 
1.  They must not keep quiet.   

2.  They must not smoke in this area. 

3.  They must not light a candle.   

4.  They must smoke in this room. 

 

73.  Look at the sign. Which of the following is correct?  

 



 

 

1.  You should not meet other people.     

2.  You should always put your mask on.                                 

3.  You should practice social distancing.  

4.  You should not talk to other people.  
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74.  When a driver sees this sign, what could he do?  

 
1. He could turn left or right.     

2. He could only go straight.  

3. He could go straight or turn left.  

4. He could go straight or turn right.     

 

75.  Where can you see this sign?  

 
                                

1.  On a plane     2.  At the airport  

3.  At a market          4.  At a bag shop 

 

76.  Look at the picture. What are people doing in the picture? 

 

 
 

1.  They are selling food.     

2.  They are standing in front of the building. 

3.  They are sitting in front of the building.    



 

 

4.  They are running in front of the building.  
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77.  What is TRUE about the picture? 

 
 

1.  They are walking and talking together.     

2.  They are cooking and having lunch together. 

3.  They are cooking in the kitchen.    

4.  They are hiking in the forest.  

 

78.  Look at the picture. What is the boy doing? 

 
   

1.  He is eating candy.   2.  He is running. 

3.  He is riding a bike.   4.  He is walking. 
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79.  Look at the picture. What is TRUE about the men?  

 
 

    1. They are in the meeting at the office.    

2.  They are kayaking on the lake.  

    3.  They are swimming in the lake.    

4.  They are jogging in the park.  

 

80.  Look at the picture. What is the man doing? 

 

 
 

1.  He is grooming his dog. 2.  He is playing with his dog. 

3.  He is feeding his dog.  4.   He is walking his dog.  
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Short passages (Items 81 – 100) 

Directions: Read the email and answer the questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hi Sammy! 

 

How are you? Now, I moved to Bangkok with my family. I have to go to a new school near my 

house. It is a small school, but there is a huge swimming pool for students. I have a swimming 

class every Tuesday. I enjoy swimming with my classmates very much, and Miss Kate is very 

kind and funny. She teaches us how to swim carefully. I want you to be here and enjoy 

swimming with me. Also, I like my English teacher in this school. Her name is Miss Sarah. She 

is from London, England. My classmates and I love to study English with her because she speaks 

slowly and gives us many English games to play in class every Wednesday. I hope I can do 

better in English this semester because it is the most difficult subject for me.  

I hope next time you come visit me, I can speak English better with you. 

  

Love, 

 

Lisa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

81. What should be the ‘subject’ of Lisa’s email? 

1.  My family in Bangkok           2.  My new classmates  

3.  My new school in Bangkok   4.  My swimming classes 

 

82.  Where is Lisa? 

 1.  In Bangkok     2.  In London 

         3.  At a huge school     4.  At the swimming pool 

 

Sammy_young@gmail.com 



 

 

83.  Who are “Miss Kate” and “Miss Sarah”?   

   1.  Lisa’s swimming teacher and English teacher.     

2.  Lisa’s classmate and sister. 

3.  Lisa’s sister and English teacher.   

4.  Lisa’s teacher and classmate  
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84. When does Lisa usually have swimming classes? 

1.  Every evening    2.  Every Tuesday 

3.  Every morning    4.  Every Wednesday   

 

85. Which of the following is true? 

  1.  Lisa’s school is in Bangkok.  

           2.  Lisa doesn’t like swimming at all. 

   3.  Kate is good at English. 

   4.  Sammy agreed to visit Lisa this summer.     

 

Directions: Read the following texts and choose the best answer for each question. 

 

Text 1 

 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

Two friends haven’t met each other for a year. One day, Tina, the one who 

went abroad got back in town and made an appointment with Sarah, her 

friend, at ABC restaurant in a shopping center. At the restaurant, Tina 

waited for her friend about an hour. She knew that her friend is never late. 

So, she called her to check what is going on with her friend. When Sarah 

picked up the phone call, she said she was already at the restaurant. Tina 

said that she was at the restaurant too. She looked around the restaurant and 

couldn’t see her friend. So, she asked where Sarah was. Sarah said that she 

was at the ABC restaurant on 1st floor. Then, Tina realized that she was at a 

different branch of the restaurant which is located on a different floor. So, 

she asked Sarah to wait for her there and the two friends finally met each 

other at ABC restaurant. 

 

86.  What is the best title of the story? 

1.  The ABC restaurant  2.  An interesting story 

3.  An old friend   4.  Same restaurant, but wrong location  

 

87.  What happened after Tina waited for Sarah for a while? 

1.  She cancelled the appointment with her friend. 

2.  She ordered some food for herself and her friend. 

3.  She called Sarah to check what was wrong with her. 



 

 

4.  Sarah shew up with her boyfriend. 

 

88.  What does ‘appointment’ (Line 2) mean? 

1.  party     2.  meeting  .                                                                                                   

3.  day     4.  food  

 

89. How long did Tina wait for Sarah?                                                                              

   1.  60 minutes    2.  30 minutes  

3. 90 minutes    4.  45 minutes 
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90.   At the end of the story, how did the two friends find out that they were in the wrong branch 

of the restaurant? 

1.  When Tina said that the restaurant was on the ground floor. 

2.  When Sarah said that the restaurant was on the 1st floor. 

3.  When Sarah asked the waiters at the restaurant. 

4.  When Tina asked the waitress at the restaurant. 

 

Text 2 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

The most impressive journey in my life happened when I was five years old. 

It was the first train ride in my life when my mother and I took the train from 

Bangkok to Chiang Mai to visit my grandparents. I was so excited to see the 

beautiful scenery along the 10-hour ride. When the train stopped at provincial 

stations, there were some food sellers getting on the cars and hurrying to sell 

their special foods and drinks because the trains would leave in 15 minutes. 

My favorite station was Lampang train station where the sellers would come 

to the car with rice crackers. They were crispy and delicious. It was my first 

time trying rice crackers too. It was amazing to see the sellers selling different 

things in different cities. That was the best journey I will never forget it. 

 

91. What is the topic of this text? 

1. My first time visiting my grandparents 

2. My first rice cracker in Lampang 

3. My impressive train ride 

4. My journey with my mother  

 

92. What does the word “scenery” mean? 

1.      Ride 

2.      Train 

3.      Station 

4.      View 

 

93. What does the word “they” mean? 

1. Rice crackers 

2. Sellers 



 

 

3. Trains 

4. Train station 

 

94. How long does the train take to Chiang Mai from Bangkok? 

1. 15 hours 

2. 10 hours 

3. 10 minutes 

4. 15 minutes 
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95. Why does the journey impress the writer? 

1. Because it was his first train ride and he can see beautiful views and try special foods 

along the ride. 

2. Because he had a chance to try rice crackers for the first time. 

3. Because he travelled to visit his grandparents.  

4. Because he met new friends and ate rice crackers together. 

 

Text 3 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

          Online shopping has become more popular in Thailand lately. More 

than 50% of people buy online through mobile applications while only 34% 

of them shop from their computers or laptops. The top-three purchased 

items are electronic goods (air purifiers, robot vacuums, or air fryers), 

fashion and beauty products (clothes, shoes, or accessories), and furniture 

and household items (storage boxes, wardrobes, or sofas).  However, a 

survey in 2020 revealed that sanitary items such as sanitary gloves, face 

masks, or hand sanitizer gels were bought increasingly. Some shoppers 

preferred online shopping because it is easy and convenient in one click.  

Also, they can search for different prices from different online applications 

before they buy. They can read many reviews from buyers about the 

products they were about to buy too. Another reason is that online shopping 

is safer during the COVID-19 outbreak because they don’t need to go to 

public places. So, that’s why people go shopping online more.  

 

 

96.  What is this passage mainly about? 

 1.  Online shopping in Thailand   

         2.  Most purchased items online 

 3.  The COVID-19 outbreak    

         4.  Online shopping and offline shopping in Thailand 

 

97.  What does ‘purchased’ (Line 3) mean? 

1.  searched    2.  bought   

3.  created    4.  reviewed  



 

 

 

98.  Which is correct? 

 1.  air purifiers and sanitary gloves    

          2.  clothes and sofas 

 3.  sanitary gloves and face masks  

         4.  wardrobes and hand sanitizer gels 
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99.  According to the passage, who may be an online shopper? 

 1.  Rob asks his sister to buy a new T-shirt for him.  

          2.  Katy searches for her new dress in Central online website. 

          3.  Sarah goes to Tops supermarket to buy some food for her party.   

          4.  Anne and Tim search for her favorite song on YouTube. 

  

100.  Which statement is not mentioned? 

  1.  Online shopping is easy and convenient.   

          2.  You can check prices from different online websites before you buy the item. 

  3.  You can read many reviews from different buyers before buying the item. 

          4.  Online shopping is cheap.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Make sure that you have already filled your NAME - SURNAME and your 

APPLICATION NUMBER” 


